Welcome to the village

NEW! Discussion group: Invite-VCV

- Send an e-mail to request membership
- Please include
  - Name
  - Organisation/institution
  - Main interest in video conferencing
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- Educational resources
- Professional and technical support resources
- Conferences
- Educational networks with video networks and technical support

Web links to video conferencing resources

Educational resources

- Global Leap Submitted and reviewed by Janice de Haaff:
  "A useful, readable, resource for teachers wishing to develop and produce video conferencing for classroom use. Although it seems to be aimed at tertiary education I believe it is helpful for all teachers and trainers. It explains in simple terms the capability of booking and initiating videoconferencing classes, seeking out partners, addressing video protocols, etc. It explains curriculum issues in videoconferencing for teachers around the world."

- Video conferencing for educators Submitted by Janice de Haaff
- Video conferencing for teaching and learning at Heriot Watt University Submitted by Janice de Haaff
- Sputnic Project for new educational technologies Submitted by Libor Stepanek
- Video conferencing tips and techniques by Carol Daunt-Skyring Submitted by Libor Stepanek

Professional and technical support resources
- Geoff Constable's extensive links page: Networked Multimedia and UK Education
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Conferences

- Diverse Community
  o Diverse Conference, 2009, Aberystwyth, Wales
  o Diverse Conference, 2008, Haarlem, Netherlands
  o Diverse Conference, 2007, Lillehammer, Norway
  o Diverse Conference, 2006, Glasgow, Scotland
- Video Funet, Tampere, Finland
- Elevate Conference
  o Elevate, 2008, Alberta, Canada
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Educational networks with video networks and technical support

- CESNET: Czech Republic
- Welsh Video Network
- JANET: The UK's education and research network
  o JVCS: JANET Video Conferencing Service
- SURFNET: Netherlands
- Video Funet: Finland
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